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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION & EVALUATION 
Rome 4-10 July 2018 

Miami 18-24 June 2018 
Miami 12-18 July 2018 

BRING 
 

Please bring, and be familiar with, either a digital copy or hard copy of: 
 The ENTIRE evaluation or appraisal instrument at your school if you have one. The entire instrument includes any 

written explanation of the evaluation process, timelines, criteria used, plus all forms used in the process by either 
the teacher or the evaluator.  These documents will be used as part of a learning activity and, thus, will be shared 
with other participants in your course.  

 Any standards or criteria for teachers used at your school. 
 One sample summative assessment from any section of your school. 

  

READ 
 

Please read the articles (included on the following pages) which will be used during the course, and make any relevant 
notes and questions: 
 “Keeping Improvement in Mind”, Paul Mielke and Tony Fronier, Educational Leadership, ASCD, November 2012  
 “The Two Purposes of Teacher Evaluation”, Robert Marzano, EdLeadership, 2012 
 “How to Make Supervision and Evaluation Really Work”, Jon Saphier, Defining the Problem, Ch.2, 1993 

 

PREPARE 
  

AN ISSUE OR PROBLEM 
In preparation for the small group sessions in the afternoon please bring a written (one page) case study or example, 
dealing with a problem or situation you have confronted during your professional practice.  Given the content of the 
Instructional Supervision course, you might want to choose an example that has to do with a difficult teacher or an 
experience with teacher evaluation. 

 
WATCH 
…a short video to prepare for your course.  
 
BRING A LAPTOP (REQUIRED) 
 Your course materials are digital. Hard copies of the materials will not be available on site.  Bring a laptop computer 

with appropriate adapters and wireless internet capability. Click here for more information about iPads and tablets. 
Chromebook users can use the free Kami extension to annotate. 

 Download Adobe Acrobat Reader DC now in order to be able to access your materials properly. 
 

JOIN Schoology 
...your required online portal for everything related to your PTC course, including all necessary course materials, which will 
be available about 10 days prior to the start date of your course. 
  
 Have a Schoology account? Click here. 
 New to Schoology? Click here. 

 
       Use the access code pertaining to your course session and location to join your course group in Schoology: 

 

 Access code for Session 1, Miami  18-24 June: ZWS5D-PM4JK 
 Access code for Session 3, Miami 4-10 July: 4CQ2C-9B6VF 
 Access code for Session 3, Rome  4-10 July: 67GXM-XWVW9 

 

 

We look forward to seeing you this summer! 

Miami Rome 
Ron Lalonde and Nancy Scquicciarini 

Sarah Putnam and Kelly Armitage 
Ron Lalonde and Jeff Matthews 

Course check in: 1pm-3pm 
Course begins: 4pm 
Course concludes: 1pm on the final day 
Schedule your travel appropriately 

 

https://app.schoology.com/login
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYVzFICOuqc&feature=youtu.be
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57c4731c893fc047731cea43/t/59f0f084268b962d62188294/1508962441069/2018+How+to+Use+Your+Coursebook+%26+Helpful+Tips.pdf
https://www.kamihq.com/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
https://app.schoology.com/login
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57c4731c893fc047731cea43/t/58b44df1bf629ae26db42b95/1488211442111/Already+Registered+Instructions.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57c4731c893fc047731cea43/t/57ebc4fe2e69cfdc14c51214/1475069184194/New+Registration+Instructions.pdf
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Keeping Improvement in Mind    

Paul Mielke and Tony Frontier 

Comprehensive teaching frameworks can help schools empower teachers, not just judge them. 

A familiar scenario plays out in schools across the United States each year. It is the final day of 
standardized testing. Students dutifully fill in the bubbles and respond to a few open-ended questions. 
Later that day, the tests are collected and sent away to be evaluated. By the end of the school year, a 
document will arrive in each student's mailbox containing a judgment on his or her competence in 
several domains. 

Although teachers and administrators understand the need for accountability, they often question the 
benefits of such large-scale standardized student assessments. After all, accountability testing takes 
time away from student learning; the results provide little information that students can use directly 
to improve; and the process forces students to passively accept a decontextualized judgment that is 
handed down from an outside source on the basis of a small sample of their performance. 

Unfortunately, we are in danger of duplicating this process, with all its flaws, in our current push for 
more rigorous teacher evaluation. Like high-stakes student assessment, high-stakes teacher 
evaluation threatens to be an occasional event that is disconnected from day-to-day teaching and 
learning, producing results that do not help teachers improve their performance and placing teachers 
in a passive role as recipients of external judgment. 

Using Teaching Frameworks to Empower Teachers 

For several years, we've worked with teams of teachers, helping them develop their capacity for self-
assessment using two prominent, comprehensive frameworks for effective practice: Robert Marzano's 
Art and Science of Teaching model (2007) and Charlotte Danielson's Framework for Teaching (2007). 
Both of these models systematically describe various components of research-based effective 
classroom practices. 

Through this work, we've come to understand that as valuable as such comprehensive frameworks 
can be, it's not enough to simply put them in place as rubrics that supervisors use to rate teachers' 
effectiveness. Just as students need to be actively involved and empowered as partners in classroom 
assessment (Stiggins, 2004), teachers need to be actively involved and empowered as leaders in the 
formative use of the tools that will be the basis for their own summative evaluation. 

The most effective supervision and evaluation systems empower teachers to accurately assess their 
own practice and self-diagnose areas for growth. In such systems, teachers use comprehensive 
frameworks throughout the school year to collect data related to their teaching, reflect on their 
practice, and identify specific instructional strategies they can work on to improve their repertoire of 
skills. 

The school culture in such systems supports teachers by recognizing the need for improvement as an 
asset rather than a liability. Here are some of the beliefs that are central to such supervision and 
evaluation systems. 
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Comprehensive teaching frameworks are not just for evaluation. 

In the classroom, effective teachers use rubrics not just as summative tools to determine students' 
grades, but also as exemplars that they apply across entire units to guide students' efforts to improve. 
The language of the rubrics becomes the language of the curriculum. 

In the same way, both supervisors and teachers need to use comprehensive teaching frameworks not 
just for summative teacher evaluation, but rather to guide improvement throughout the school year. 
Used in this way, these frameworks can create a common language for practice, focusing teachers' 
collaborative efforts to identify and implement specific research-based instructional strategies and 
behaviors. 

We need to transcend the common practice of making administrators the primary users of 
comprehensive teaching frameworks. At a minimum, teachers can use comprehensive frameworks to 
guide their daily practice—for example, to assist in lesson planning, prioritize strategies for whole-
group instruction, or select alternative strategies for students who require more challenge or support. 

In several schools and districts where we have worked, teachers have used the framework as the 
starting point of a comprehensive self-assessment process; they identify specific skills for 
improvement and obtain feedback through such activities as peer observation, video analysis, peer 
discussion, and student surveys. The opportunity to self-reflect and engage in professional discussions 
with peers helps teachers clarify how they should invest their efforts to grow in the profession. 

Expertise only emerges through deliberate practice. 

Becoming an expert in a complex field like teaching is difficult and elusive. We believe that developing 
expertise is the central goal of a quality supervisory and evaluation system. 

Anders Ericsson, widely credited as the world's foremost expert on expertise, describes how people 
develop expertise through deliberate practice—concentrating on carefully selected, specific aspects 
of performance and refining them through repetition and response to feedback (Ericsson, Charness, 
Feltovich, & Hoffman, 2006). For a musician, this could mean focusing on a specific passage of music 
for an extended time. For a teacher, this could mean focusing on a specific skill, such as asking higher-
level questions or increasing wait time. 

Like a veteran concert violinist who is still expanding his or her repertoire, a teacher can engage in 
deliberate practice throughout his or her career and still have areas to improve. There is no shame in 
a violinist acknowledging the need to practice for dozens of hours and hundreds of repetitions to learn 
to play a new piece of music. Why, then, are we reluctant to acknowledge that a teacher may take 
dozens of hours to learn a new instructional strategy? As a profession, we need to transcend the idea 
that only teachers who are struggling need an improvement plan. If the school views the need for 
improvement as a liability, why would teachers ever acknowledge their need for deliberate practice? 

In working with schools on supervision and self-assessment, we've found it is essential to begin with 
an introduction to the research on expertise. This ensures that supervisors and teachers see terms like 
practice, growth, improvement, learning, and effort as assets to embrace rather than as liabilities to 
avoid. In this frame, we understand that becoming an expert teacher is not a gift bestowed on a chosen 
few but a journey through a challenging, thorny pathway that requires constant pruning. As one 
teacher wrote after engaging in a self-assessment process, 

You see movies like Freedom Writers and you get this idea that there are magical 
teachers who come in and do this amazing job, and all the kids are enraptured with 
learning. Then you think, "Oh, I don't have the gift." You know what? I just need to keep 
working at it. … It's really about my own commitment to growing as a professional and 
continuing that process indefinitely. 
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Supervisors are not the only source of data and feedback. 

A recent study titled The Widget Effect (Weisberg, Sexton, Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009) identifies a lack 
of feedback as the primary problem with teacher supervision and evaluation systems. The authors 
found that "nearly three of four teachers went through the evaluation process but received no specific 
feedback about how to improve their practice" (p. 14). Even when supervisors do provide feedback, it 
is often too infrequent to improve performance. 

We've frequently heard teachers express frustration when their supervisor implies there are no areas 
they need to improve. One teacher said that she felt cheated after being told for years by her 
supervisor that everything was fine. After engaging in a year of self-assessment that included analyzing 
videos of her own teaching, she realized she had many opportunities to improve; she felt empowered 
by the realization that she no longer had to passively "wait for the principal to come in" and hope for 
meaningful feedback. 

Creating a system that helps teachers themselves generate continual, accurate feedback can enable 
them to improve. Once a school has established a shared understanding of a model of effective 
teaching, individual teachers can use a wide range of approaches to generate and receive feedback 
without the involvement of a supervisor (Marzano, Frontier, & Livingston, 2011). These approaches 
include student surveys that ask students about the frequency of effective teaching behaviors, self-
directed video analyses of specific components of one's own teaching, collegial dialogues, and 
instructional rounds that enable teachers to reflect on visits to other teachers' classrooms. 

Honoring adults as self-directed learners encourages them to tackle more rigorous improvement 
goals. 

Of course, teachers cannot direct all components of a supervision and evaluation system. But allowing 
teachers to generate data about their own teaching, identify their own areas of focus, and establish 
their own improvement goals can increase teacher motivation and engagement. When teachers 
participate in these self-assessment protocols, they are remarkably adept at identifying specific areas 
of need and pathways to improvement (Mielke, 2012). 

Observation and evaluation by a supervisor may take place three times a year or even less frequently. 
In contrast, self-directed improvement becomes a habit of mind that guides teachers' instructional 
decisions every day. After engaging in a variety of self-assessment strategies, one teacher wrote, 

I think any of those things individually might have had a minor impact on my teaching, 
but the peer observation, combined with the video observation, combined with the 
group discussion … together provided a really powerful experience in terms of being 
able to say, "There are some really specific things I can do right now, and some things I 
can do down the road." 

For most teachers who engage in these processes, this awareness results in a set of specific—and 
ambitious—improvement goals. When adult learners are empowered to objectively analyze and 
understand their own practice and have a clear vision of where they can improve, they are intrinsically 
motivated to embark on a pathway that leads to expertise. 

Beyond High-Stakes Evaluation 

If we use a research-based teaching framework for summative teacher evaluation but fail to use it to 
support teacher's efforts to become reflective practitioners on a pathway toward expertise, we are 
trying to obtain ideal results by using only half of the equation. Three days of high-stakes testing does 
not improve student learning, and three days of high-stakes evaluation does not improve teacher 
performance. Only by empowering teachers as the central users of comprehensive teaching 
frameworks can we ensure that the evaluation system improves teacher effectiveness, rather than 
merely measuring it. 
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The Two Purposes of Teacher Evaluation 
Robert J. Marzano 
 
An evaluation system that fosters teacher learning will differ from one whose aim is to measure 
teacher competence. 
 
States, districts, and schools all across the United States are busy developing or implementing 
teacher evaluation systems. One can trace this flurry of activity to a variety of reports and initiatives 
that highlight two failings of past efforts: (1) Teacher evaluation systems have not accurately 
measured teacher quality because they've failed to do a good job of discriminating between 
effective and ineffective teachers, and (2) teacher evaluation systems have not aided in developing a 
highly skilled teacher workforce (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 2011; Toch & Rothman, 2008; 
U.S. Department of Education, 2009; Weisberg, Sexton, Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009). 
Although efforts to move quickly in designing and implementing more effective teacher evaluation 
systems are laudable, we need to acknowledge a crucial issue—that measuring teachers 
and developing teachers are different purposes with different implications. An evaluation system 
designed primarily for measurement will look quite different from a system designed primarily for 
development. 
 

Which Is Best? 
Over the last year, I've asked more than 3,000 educators their opinions about these two basic 
purposes by presenting them with a scale that has five values. If educators think that measurement 
is the sole purpose of teacher evaluation (that is, that development should not be a purpose of 
teacher evaluation), they select 1. If educators think that development is the sole purpose of teacher 
evaluation (that is, that measurement should not be a purpose of teacher evaluation), they select 5. 
If they believe that the purpose of teacher evaluation should be half measurement and half 
development, they select 3. A value of 2 indicates that measurement and development should be 
dual purposes but that measurement should be dominant. Finally, 4 indicates that measurement and 
development should be dual purposes but that development should be dominant. 
To date, educators have responded in the following way: No one selected 1, 2 percent selected 2, 20 
percent selected 3, 76 percent selected 4, and 2 percent selected 5. Stated differently, the vast 
majority of respondents believe that teacher evaluation should be used for both measurement and 
development but that development should be the more important purpose. Although the 3,000 
educators I queried do not constitute a representative sample, their responses do raise the issue of 
what teacher evaluation looks like when its primary purpose is development. 
 
Systems That Focus on Development 
Teacher evaluation systems that are designed to help teachers improve have three primary 
characteristics. 
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The System Is Comprehensive and Specific 
Comprehensive means the model includes all those elements that research has identified as 
associated with student achievement. Specific means the model identifies classroom strategies and 
behaviors at a granular level. Figure 1 contains 41 classroom strategies and teacher behaviors, all of 
which have research supporting their relationship with student achievement (Marzano, 2007). 

 
FIGURE 1. A Model of Classroom Strategies and Behaviors 

 Routine Strategies 

A. Communicating Learning Goals, Tracking Student Progress, and Celebrating Success 

1. Providing clear learning goals and scales to measure these goals 

2. Tracking student progress 

3. Celebrating student success 

 

B. Establishing and Maintaining Classroom Rules and Procedures 

4. Establishing classroom rules and procedures 

5. Organizing the physical layout of the classroom 

 

 Content Strategies 

C. Helping Students Interact with New Knowledge 

6. Identifying critical information 

7. Organizing students to interact with new knowledge 

8. Previewing new content 

9. Chunking content into "digestible bites" 

10. Processing new information 

11. Elaborating on new information 

12. Recording and representing knowledge 

13. Reflecting on learning 

 

D. Helping Students Practice and Deepen Their Understanding of New Knowledge 

14. Reviewing content 

15. Organizing students to practice and deepen knowledge 

16. Using homework 

17. Examining similarities and differences 

18. Examining errors in reasoning 

19. Practicing skills, strategies, and processes 

20. Revising knowledge 
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E. Helping Students Generate and Test Hypotheses about New Knowledge 

21. Organizing students for cognitively complex tasks 

22. Engaging students in cognitively complex tasks involving hypothesis generation and testing 

23. Providing resources and guidance 

 

 Strategies Enacted on the Spot 

F. Engaging Students 

24. Noticing when students are not engaged 

25. Using academic games 

26. Managing response rates 

27. Using physical movement 

28. Maintaining a lively pace 

29. Demonstrating intensity and enthusiasm 

30. Using friendly controversy 

31. Providing opportunities for students to talk about themselves 

32. Presenting unusual or intriguing information 

 

G. Recognizing and Acknowledging Adherence or Lack of Adherence to Rules and Procedures 

33. Demonstrating "with-it-ness" 

34. Applying consequences for lack of adherence to rules and procedures 

35. Acknowledging adherence to rules and procedures 

 

H. Establishing and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Students 

36. Understanding students' interests and backgrounds 

37. Using verbal and nonverbal behaviors that indicate affection for students 

38. Displaying objectivity and control 

 

I. Communicating High Expectations for All Students 

39. Demonstrating value and respect for low-expectancy students 

40. Asking questions of low-expectancy students 

41. Probing incorrect answers with low-expectancy students 
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Note: Items in bold text may be used to rapidly rate teacher competence in the classroom—that is, as a measurement tool as opposed 

to a development tool. 

Source: From Effective Supervision: Applying the Art and Science of Teaching (pp. 62–63), by Robert J. Marzano, Tony Frontier, & David 

Livingston, Alexandria, VA: ASCD. Adapted with permission. 

 

Figure 1 includes three categories of strategies: routine strategies, content strategies, and strategies 
enacted on the spot. Routines involve five types of strategies (Elements 1–5) organized into two 
subcategories: those that involve communicating learning goals, tracking student progress, and 
celebrating success and those that involve establishing and maintaining rules and procedures. 
Content strategies fall into three subcategories: those used for new content, those used when 
students are practicing and deepening their knowledge of new content, and those used when 
students are asked to apply knowledge by generating and testing hypotheses. There are 18 types of 
content strategies (Elements 6–23). 
Strategies enacted on the spot are those that a teacher might not have planned to use in a given 
lesson or on a given day but that he or she must be prepared to use if needed. These strategies fall 
into four categories: strategies for engaging students, strategies that acknowledge adherence to or 
lack of adherence to rules and procedures, strategies that build relationships with students, and 
strategies that communicate high expectations for all students. There are 18 types of strategies 
enacted on the spot (Elements 24–41). 
I believe these 41 elements represent the diversity of strategies that a comprehensive model of 
teacher evaluation should include. However, many of the 41 elements are unnecessary if the sole 
purpose of teacher evaluation is measurement. For example, the Rapid Assessment of Teacher 
Effectiveness (RATE) was designed with an explicit measurement purpose—to effectively and 
efficiently determine teacher competence in the classroom (Strong, 2011). The model includes only 
10 categories of teacher behavior that appear sufficient to rank teachers in terms of pedagogical 
skill. Those categories are 
 
• Providing clear lesson objectives. 

• Understanding students' background and comfort with the material. 

• Using more than one delivery mechanism. 

• Providing multiple examples. 

• Providing appropriate non-examples (illustrations of the wrong way to do something). 

• Maintaining an effective pace. 

• Providing students with feedback about their learning. 

• Engaging in timely use of guided practice. 

• Explaining important concepts clearly. 

• Keeping students actively engaged throughout a lesson. 

 
Studies on the RATE system indicate that it discriminates between effective and ineffective teachers 
much better than some popular teacher evaluation models do (Strong, 2011). 
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Conspicuously missing from RATE's list are references to such commonly cited elements as the 
teacher-student relationship and classroom management. These elements are recognized in virtually 
every major review of the literature on classroom correlates of effective teaching. For example, in 
their review of the research on 228 variables identified as having measurable relationships with 
student achievement, Wang, Haertel, and Walberg (1993) listed classroom management at the top. 
Over the years, classroom management has continued to be considered an important aspect of 
effective teaching (Good & Brophy, 2003). Likewise, the teacher-student relationship is prominently 
positioned in the theory and research regarding student behavior (Evertson & Weinstein, 2006). 
Indeed, Sheets and Gay (1996) identified poor teacher-student relationships as the root cause of 
many, if not most, discipline issues. 
How does one reconcile this apparent contradiction? How could variables like management and 
teacher-student relationships, which have research supporting their connections to important 
student outcomes, not be good discriminators of teacher quality? 
The answer is that these elements are important correlates with student achievement—up to a 
point. If a teacher has not achieved a certain level of competence in these areas, student 
achievement will suffer. However, once a teacher reaches an acceptable level of competence in 
these areas, further skill development will not have a commensurate positive influence on student 
achievement. 
A number of other strategy areas listed in Figure 1 correlate with student achievement but do not 
necessarily discriminate well between teachers who represent a wide range of competence. For 
example, consider academic games (Element 25), which are certainly a useful tool in enhancing 
student achievement (Hattie, 2009; Walberg, 1999) but only up to a certain point. Indeed, a teacher 
can produce dramatic gains in student learning without using games at all. 
If we wished to use the model presented in Figure 1 to rapidly rate teachers, we'd only need to 
consider 15 elements (these are highlighted in the figure). In other words, if our goal is efficient 
measurement, following Strong's model, which appears to discriminate between teachers better 
than many previous models, we would need only a relatively small subset of elements and could 
leave out some variables that have historically been associated with effective instruction. 
However, if we wished to help teachers develop instead of just measuring them, we'd obtain ratings 
on all 41 elements so teachers could identify areas of strength and weakness and then systematically 
begin improving those areas of weakness. Teachers don't need to be scored on each of the 41 
elements yearly. Rather, they should gradually work through the elements over time as they seek to 
improve their competence in the classroom. 
 
The System Includes a Developmental Scale 
A second characteristic of a teacher evaluation system that focuses on development is that it 
employs a scale or rubric that teachers can use to guide and track their skill development. Such a 
scale would articulate developmental levels, such as not using, beginning, developing, applying, 
and innovating (Marzano, Frontier, & Livingston, 2011). 
At the not using level, a teacher is not even aware of a particular strategy or is aware of it but has 
not tried it in his or her classroom. For example, if a teacher were unaware of strategies for engaging 
students in friendly controversy (Element 30 in Figure 1), he or she would be at the not using level. 
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At the beginning level, a teacher uses a strategy but with errors and omissions. For example, a 
teacher who simply asks students to state their opinions about a topic with the goal of generating 
disagreement would be at the beginning level because errors and omissions are in play. Although 
students are, in fact, stating their opinions, they need to learn how to support their opinions using 
evidence and how to disagree respectfully with others. 
At the developing level, the teacher doesn't make such mistakes. Rather, he or she uses the strategy 
without significant error and with relative fluency. 
Although using a strategy at the developing level is a step in the right direction, it's at 
the applying level and above that a strategy starts to produce positive returns in student learning. At 
the applying level, a teacher monitors the class to ensure that the strategy is having its desired 
effect—in this case, that students are backing up their opinions with evidence and expressing 
disagreement in a controlled and respectful manner. 
Finally, at the innovating level, the teacher not only monitors the class to ensure a strategy is having 
its desired effect with the majority of students but also makes necessary adaptations to ensure that 
all student populations represented in class are experiencing its positive effects. For example, to 
help English language learners better understand new content, a teacher might adapt a previewing 
strategy by using pictures downloaded from the Internet. 
These five levels are designed to enable teachers (usually with the aid of a supervisor or instructional 
coach) to pinpoint their current level of performance for a specific strategy and set goals for 
operating at higher levels within a given period of time. 
Contrast this scale with one designed primarily for measurement. To illustrate, consider the scale for 
one of the elements in the RATE system: understanding students' backgrounds and comfort with the 
material (Strong, 2011). This element involves three parts: intentionally sequencing the material 
based on knowledge of where students are in the instructional process, relating new knowledge to 
content that students have already mastered, and conveying to students that they are able to reach 
the learning goal in a manner that instills confidence. 
The scale for this element involves three levels. A teacher receives a score of 1 if he or she exhibits 
none or only one of these elements or does a poor job trying to execute these elements. A teacher 
receives a score of 2 if two of the three elements are present. A teacher receives a score of 3 if all 
three elements are present at levels that clearly influence students in a positive way. 
Although this type of scale is efficient and effective for measurement purposes, it provides little 
guidance to teachers, instructional coaches, or administrators regarding how to improve. 
 
The System Acknowledges and Rewards Growth 
The third characteristic of an evaluation system designed for teacher development is that it 
acknowledges and rewards teacher growth. In a developmental model, each year teachers identify 
elements on which to improve and then chart their progress throughout the year. A teacher might 
select one strategy from each of the three major categories depicted in Figure 1: for example, 
establishing classroom rules and procedures, chunking content into digestible bites, and asking 
questions of students for whom he or she may have had low expectations in the past. Presumably 
these strategies would be ones for which the teacher was at the beginning or not using level. 
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The teacher would then select specific growth targets to accomplish during the year. To illustrate, 
assume a teacher was at the beginning level for all three target strategies and set a goal to reach the 
applying level on all three by the end of the year. In addition to scoring teachers on their current 
level of proficiency on the various elements within the evaluation model—we refer to these ratings 
as "status" scores—teachers would be scored on the extent to which they reached their growth 
goals. Attaining all three growth goals would earn the highest growth score, attaining two of three 
goals would earn the next highest growth score, and so on. 
At the end of the year, teachers would have two scores: an overall status score and an overall 
growth score. Both of these scores would be considered when assigning teachers to a summative 
category at the end of the year—for example, advanced, proficient, needing improvement, or not 
acceptable. Such a system would communicate to teachers that the school expects—and rewards—
continuous improvement. 
 
The Best of Both Worlds 
Both measurement and development are important aspects of teacher evaluation. When 
measurement is the primary purpose, a small set of elements is sufficient to determine a teacher's 
skill in the classroom. However, if the emphasis is on teacher development, the model needs to be 
both comprehensive and specific and focus on the teacher's growth in various instructional 
strategies. These distinctions are crucial to the effective design and implementation of current and 
future teacher evaluation systems. 
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How to Make Supervision and Evaluation Really Work.  
CHAPTER 2: DEFINING THE PROBLEM 

By Jon Saphier 

 

Our goal in writing this monograph- and yours, we trust, in reading it-is to answer the question, 
“What does it take to make supervision and evaluation really work?”  Perhaps we should start by 
asking how we would know if they were? 

Saying we want to “improve instruction” is axiomatic but also not very illuminating.  Supervision and 
evaluation are becoming words of marginal utility in our business because of the confusing and 
conflicting meanings behind these terms.  Let’s start afresh, temporarily holding the two terms in 
abeyance, and take another look at both the structure and function of what we do as evaluators. 

The activity we are really talking about here is the observation of teaching.  We want many different 
but equally important outcomes from this observation.  What follows is a list of nine such outcomes 
all of which we would be able to accomplish if supervision and evaluation were really working.  They 
are, in effect, the criteria against which to measure our success.   

 

Nine Functions of Observation 

Cheerleading 

For one thing, we want teachers who are doing a good job to get believable feedback to that 
effect. We want such people to feel recognized, validated and reinforced in the specifics of 
how and why their effective practices are effective, how and why their skillful performances 
are skillful.   

Facilitating 

For another, we want teachers to have someone knowledgeable about the education 
business and with good facilitation skills to help them think through personal, professional 
goals and how to meet them.  This outcome has to do with helping teachers articulate and 
meet their own agendas.  

Stimulating 

We want teachers to get stimulating insights and suggestions for alternative or new 
techniques to use in their teaching, not because they are doing anything wrong, but just to 
help them stretch and grow.  This outcome has to do with using outside input and other 
eyes to broaden teachers’ thinking.   

Problem Solving 

We want teachers to have someone to help them gather data and think through solutions to 
problems they are working on—perhaps problems concerning students or curriculum or 
instructional technique.  Perhaps the best help may be articulating exactly what the problem 
really is.  
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Monitoring 

We want to be sure the curriculum we claim to be delivering is really being delivered.  Thus 
we want some systematic form of observation across teachers to monitor the fidelity of 
curriculum delivered in relation to district and school commitments.  Further, we want to be 
able to intervene with corrective feedback when we find discrepancies between individual 
teacher performances and important district curriculum commitments.1   

Directing 

We want to be able to identify weak areas in teachers’ repertoires and be able to focus 
teachers on specific steps for improvement. 

Making Decisions 

We want to have valid and reliable data for making decisions about such things as hiring, 
grade assignment, school transfers, granting of tenure, commendations, promotions and 
appointments.   

Remediating and Dismissing 

We want to be able to identify teachers who are functioning at an unsatisfactory level 
overall and directly intervene to either remediate successfully or dismiss. 

Finally, there is an outcome for observation that is more abstract than the previous eight, but in a 
way is an umbrella over them all: 

Valuing Teaching as a Profession 

Real observation and quality feedback takes time and energy.  To deliver it says that 
teaching is important, that it makes a difference.  It advances the value that out of all the 
important things in a school, nothing is more important than what goes on between 
teachers and students every day, class to class, minute to minute.  This is a strong message 
of respect to teachers and must be part of any effort to elevate the profession.   

Defining Supervision and Evaluation 

What we have now is a list of nine functions for observation or put another way, nine outcomes we 
would like to see as a result of the way we do observation in a given school or district.  

We would have no need, by the way, to use the terms “supervision” or “evaluation” in order to 
discuss the next logical question, which is: how can we arrange to have observation attain the above 
nine outcomes?  Nevertheless, since the terms will probably not be disappearing from the 
professional scene in the near future, we would like to suggest a useful way to define them.   

Let “supervision” mean the first four outcomes: Cheerleading, Facilitating, Stimulating and Problem 
Solving.  Let “evaluation” mean the next four outcomes: Monitoring, Directing, Making Decisions and 
Remediating and Dismissing.  The boundary line between supervision and evaluation comes when the 
observer is making decisions with the information from the observation.  All eight activities do 
involve observing teachers; all eight involve talking to them about what we have seen; and all eight 
can involve writing about it.  But only 5-8 involve making decisions from a position of authority that 
affect the teachers’ working conditions (and perhaps job status). 

 

1 Curriculum monitoring is more systematic when augmented by review of lesson plans and collected drafts of tests and 
student project assignments 
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Figure 2.1 below summarizes this division of outcomes. 

By grouping our observation outcomes in this manner, we can then further condense our objectives 
into the following two statements: 

1. We want our system for observing teachers to give them frequent, high quality feedback on 
their practice from someone who knows what he/she is talking about.  (Cheerleading, 
Facilitating, Stimulating, Problem Solving) 

2. We want our system for observing teachers to produce judgments about the performance 
level and job status of teachers, and most importantly, whether or not they are performing 
up to district standards.  (Monitoring, Directing, Assigning, Remediating and Dismissing) 
 

Let us clarify a few of the above terms.  “High-quality feedback” means objective information about 
practice that is useful to teachers in stretching their thinking, helping them reflect on a problem or 
goal on which they are working or focusing them on something new.  “Frequent” means about six 
times a year.2 Maybe we can’t provide this every year for every professional; but we should aim for 
it at least every few years.  And something, even if not of this intensity, needs to happen every year 
to focus teachers on examining their teaching. 

Figure 2.1 - What do we want our systems for observing teachers to accomplish? 

SUPERVISION 

1. Cheerleading validating teachers’ effectiveness in a 
believable and strength-building way 

2. Facilitating helping teachers think about and plan to 
meet self-set goals 

3. Stimulating stretching teachers’ thinking about their 
instructional decisions 

4. Problem Solving facilitating teachers’ analyzing and solving 
classroom problems 

The boundary between supervision and evaluation comes when the observer is  

making decisions with the information from the observation 

EVALUATION 

5. Monitoring monitoring for fidelity of curriculum 
implementation 

6. Directing directing teachers to weak areas in their 
teaching and helping them improve 

7. Making Decisions about teacher placement, hiring, 
commendations, promotions, tenure 

8. Remediating/Dismissing identifying incompetent teachers and 
dealing with them (remediation, counseling 
out, dismissal) 

VALUING 
9. Valuing the Profession confirming the paramount importance of 

good teaching 

 
2 Six is an arbitrary number. There is nothing secret about it; it is just that in our experience, frequency of contact, 
frequency of observation, significantly in excess of the two or three observations provided by most evaluation systems 
today is needed to accustom teachers to more public discourse about their practice and to produce truly useful analysis 
and feedback for them  
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“Someone who knows what they are talking about” means, in the case of teachers, someone is 
knowledgeable about teaching, good at observing, skillful at analyzing and properly tuned to the 
teacher’s need for information, stimulation, or direction (whichever is appropriate) 

Making Evaluation Work 

Now let’s focus on the second issue mentioned above- producing judgments about whether a 
teacher’s performance is up to district standards.  What is important is that teachers who do not 
meet district standards be identified, notified and worked with intensively.  Through fair and 
comprehensive procedures, they either improve significantly or are dismissed. 

We find it paradoxical to be addressing inadequate teaching first in this chapter. The other outcome 
for observation that we listed is the more significant in the long term that is, arranging for frequent, 
high quality feedback to teachers.  But our learning from experience in school districts has been that 
we cannot wade right in to increase observational feedback to maximum effect with getting 
“evaluation” squared away first. 

We have learned in school districts over and over again that healthy cultural conditions, energized 
growth-oriented workplaces for adults and the practices that support them, cannot flourish at their 
highest level unless procedures for “at-risk” teachers and “dismissal” actions are clearly developed, 
are operating successfully and fairly and are seen by teachers as 1) maintaining worthwhile 
professional standards and 2) not threatening or even applicable to the vast majority of 
practitioners. 

Let’s put it another way: until we get the guts and the skills to dismiss incompetents and remediate 
unsatisfactory performers with clear procedures and do so consistently, we severely limit our 
chances of launching healthy collegial practices that will result in sustained teacher growth and 
become a permanent part of institutional life. Perhaps strong, fair evaluation gives administrators 
respect and credibility on which they can later draw as they start to build a strong school culture 
based on collaboration and risk taking. Whatever the explanation, it seems that even though 
establishing conditions for continued professional growth is our higher goal, we can’t get there 
unless we deal with the unpleasant stuff first. 

Thus in the list of nine tasks below, readers will note significant attention to the “unpleasant stuff” 
of judgment and dismissal- not because that is our goal, but because we know it must be gotten 
through intelligently, courageously and clearly on our way to the other goals of observation.  With 
that context in mind, here are nine tasks we have learned lead to supervision and evaluation that 
will work on all counts. 

1. Development of a common language and concept system for talking about teaching. 
2. Development of criteria for effective teaching that are published, understood by all and part 

of the enculturation process of all newly hired personnel. 
3. School system commitment to improving supervision and evaluation as a multiple year goal, 

buttressed by systematic evaluation of the evaluators on their ability to evaluate (the 
ultimate signal that something is important). 

4. Multiple-year in-depth skill training for administrators in the knowledge base about 
teaching, taking observation notes swiftly, selectively and accurately; writing with a balance 
of claims, evidence, interpretations, judgments and suggestions; writing clearly and 
concisely; developing skills for conferring with teachers at different levels of personal and 
professional development from well-developed, autonomous decision makers to low-
performing people to whom significant negative information must be delivered.  

5. “At-risk” and “dismissal” procedures that are fair, forthright, humane, clearly signaled and 
clearly different from the purposes of observation at other times.   

6. Evaluation that “counts,” insulated from supervision for improvement by separate 
procedures and calendar periods (though not necessarily by different personnel). 
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7. Systematic induction and training of newly-hired administrators and teachers. 
8. Development of structures, resources and cultural expectations that support teachers 

getting frequent, quality feedback on their practice from a knowledgeable professional.   
9. Development of structures, resources and cultural expectations that support teachers and 

administrators viewing themselves as constant learners.  
 

These nine tasks provide the essential building blocks of effective supervision and evaluation; once 
in place they will provide a solid foundation upon which to build a school culture that truly 
encourages learning for staff and students alike.  In the chapters that follow, we will share what we 
have learned about accomplishing each of these tasks effectively.   

 

 

 

Chapter 2, Defining the Problem, Research for Better Teaching, Inc: Acton, Massachusetts, USA. 1993  
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